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Abstract  

Admixture and polyploidization are major recognized eukaryotic genome evolutionary processes. 

Their impacts on genome dynamics vary among systems and are still partially deciphered. Many 

banana cultivars are triploid (sometimes diploid) interspecific hybrids between Musa acuminata (A 

genome) and M. balbisiana (B genome). They have no or very low fertility, are vegetatively 

propagated and have been classified as ‘AB’, ‘AAB’ or ‘ABB’ based on morphological characters. We 

used NGS sequence data to characterize the A vs. B chromosome composition of nine diploid and 

triploid interspecific cultivars, to compare the chromosome structures of A and B genomes and 

analyze A/B chromosome segregations in a polyploid context. We showed that interspecific 

recombination occurred frequently between A and B chromosomes. We identified two large structural 

variations between A and B genomes, a reciprocal translocation and an inversion that locally affected 

recombination and led to segregation distortion and aneuploidy in a triploid progeny. Interspecific 

recombination and large structural variations explained the mosaic genomes observed in edible 

bananas. The unprecedented resolution in deciphering their genome structure allowed us to start 

revisiting the origins of banana cultivars and provided new information to gain insight into the impact 

of interspecificity on genome evolution. It will also facilitate much more effective assessment of 

breeding strategies. 
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Introduction  

Interspecific hybridization through admixture and/or allopolyploidisation is widely acknowledged as  

being a major genome evolutionary process (Pennisi 2013; Wu et al. 2014; Van de Peer et al. 2017).  

The short term consequences of these events on genome dynamics differ between systems (Van de  

Peer et al. 2017; Wendel et al. 2018) and may depend on the level and type of differentiation between  

the partners involved. In the long term, surviving polyploidy events have evolved toward  

diploidization through still only partially understood mechanisms (Freeling 2017; Pelé et al. 2018). In  

the mid-term, asexual propagation has been suggested as a way to overcome the low level of fertility  

resulting from destabilized karyotypes (Freeling 2017; Hojsgaard 2018). As many crops such as  

banana are derived from interspecific hybridization, they are interesting models for studying admixture  

and allopolyploidization. Banana has been selected through domestication for seedless fruits, this  

unique feature is a result of low fertility and parthenocarpy.  

Wild bananas originated from South-East Asia, where they diverged into species and subspecies  

following geographical isolation in distinct continental regions and islands (Janssens et al. 2016).  

Cultivars are derived from natural hybridization between wild diploid Musa species and subspecies  

fostered by human migrations (Perrier et al. 2011). They are triploid, sometimes diploid, seedless and  

parthenocarpic clones selected by early farmers that were dispersed through centuries of vegetative  

propagation. Musa acuminata (A genome, 2n=2x=22) is involved in all the known cultivars and is  

present in the southern part of the distribution range, whereas M. balbisiana (B genome, 2n=2x=22)  

contributes to several cultivars and originates from North-East India to South-East China (Simmonds  

and Shepherd 1955). Divergence between these two species has been estimated between 4.6 and 20  

Mya (Lescot et al. 2008, Janssens et al. 2016). M. acuminata has been divided into several subspecies  

based on morphological features, geographical distribution and partial interfertility. Cultivars have  

been classified in genomic groups based on their morphological similarities to wild diploid species and  

their ploidy level (Cheesman 1947; Simmonds and Shepherd 1955), with the main groups being  

conventionally referred to as ‘AA’, ‘AB’, ‘AAA’, ‘AAB’, and ‘ABB’. They were further classified  

into subgroups based on agronomic characteristics. Almost 40% of global banana production concerns 

A/B interspecific triploid cultivars, including the Plantain cooking banana group (classified as ‘AAB’) 

that represents around 18% of total banana production and is mainly grown in West Africa and 

Central/South America.  

The origin and the domestication process of banana interspecific cultivars is still a matter of 

investigation. It is generally recognized that M. balbisiana plants were transported southward via 

human migrations to regions where hybridization with M. acuminata occurred (Perrier et al. 2011). 

Based on the reported peculiar organelle transmission in Musa, with the paternal inheritance of 

mitochondrial genomes and maternal inheritance of chloroplasts (Fauré et al. 1994; Carreel et al. 
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2002), a scenario regarding the formation of triploid ‘AAB’ and ‘ABB’ has been proposed. A primary 

interspecific A/B hybrid produced a 2n gamete that was fertilized by M. acuminata (AA), resulting in 

an ‘AAB’ progeny, or by M. balbisiana (BB), resulting in an ‘ABB’ progeny. The nature and ploidy 

of the primary A/B hybrid are still unresolved and the occurrence of one or more backcrosses in the 

origin of edible banana cultivars has been evoked (De Langhe et al. 2010). The involvement of one or 

several steps in cultivar formation and the extent of interspecific recombination would have an impact 

on their chromosome composition. Genomic in Situ hybridization (GISH) studies have begun revising 

the conventional  classification  by revealing that the ‘ABB’ clone Pelipita had 8A and 25B 

chromosomes and that ‘AAB’ plantain had 21A and 12B (D’Hont et al. 2000).  

Chromosome pairing at meiosis is generally regular (bivalent) in wild diploid banana species but was 

found to be altered with the frequent formation of univalent and multivalent chromosomes in inter-

specific (AB) or inter-subspecific (AA) diploid hybrids (Fauré et al. 1993; Shepherd 1999; Hippolyte 

et al. 2010; Jeridi et al. 2011). These analyses suggested that Musa species and subspecies differed in 

their chromosome structure, resulting in disturbed meioses in the hybrids and contributing to their loss 

of fertility (Dodds and Simmonds 1948; Shepherd 1999; Jeridi et al. 2012). Martin et al. (2017) 

recently described such a large chromosome structural variation (LSV) in banana in the form of a large 

reciprocal translocation between M. acuminata chromosomes 1 and 4. This translocation was found in 

the wild subspecies M. acuminata spp. malaccensis from which it is suggested to have emerged. It was 

shown to generate high segregation distortion in progenies obtained from heterozygous accessions. In 

A/B polyploid hybrids, homologous chromosome pairing was generally assumed, although recent 

GISH (Jeridi et al. 2011) and genetic mapping (Noumbissié et al. 2016) studies have provided clues 

that challenge this idea.  The first evidence of LSV between the A and B genomes was reported based 

on chromosome segregation in an interspecific progeny (Noumbissié et al. 2016).  

Musa breeding is complicated by the fact that cultivated bananas are generally triploid and have very 

low fertility levels, a condition that ensures edibility. Enhanced knowledge of the chromosome 

constitution of interspecific banana cultivars and its consequence on chromosome segregation would 

help  gain greater insight into Musa evolution and domestication and more generally genome evolution 

in allopolyploids, while also ultimately benefitting banana breeding programs. 

The present study aimed to characterize the genome structure of diploid, triploid and tetraploid A/B 

interspecific banana accessions and to study the impact of these genome structures on chromosome 

segregation and recombination. We thus developed methods to exploit resequencing data and used 

them to: i) characterize the A/B genome structure of nine interspecific banana accessions; ii) compare 

the global chromosome organization of M. acuminata and M. balbisiana (A and B genomes); iii) 

analyze the impact of interspecificity on chromosome segregation and recombination in the progeny of 

an interspecific ‘AAAB’ tetraploid breeding accession. 
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Results  

Substantial deviations in banana cultivar A/B chromosome constitutions from the conventional  

classification   

We analyzed the A vs. B chromosome constitution of nine interspecific banana hybrid accessions: two  

diploid cultivars, six triploid cultivars from four subgroups (Plantain, Silk, Mysore and Pelipita), as  

well as one tetraploid breeding accession. These accessions, together with nine M. acuminata and  

three M. balbisiana representatives, were sequenced through WGS or RadSeq and sequence reads  

were mapped onto the M. acuminata reference genome V2 (Martin et al., 2016) .  We first compared  

the read coverage of each SNP position to the mean coverage value along chromosomes so as to verify  

the euploid chromosome constitution of the accessions (i.e. 2, 3 or 4 sets of each chromosome for the  

2x, 3x, and 4x accessions, respectively). All accessions had the expected euploid chromosome  

constitution (Supplementary Fig. S1). We then selected M. acuminata or M. balbisiana-specific SNPs 

as the ones being present vs. absent in all representatives of these species (di-allelic SNPs only).). 

Their coverage ratio was analysed along each of the 11 basic chromosomes to determine the A vs. B 

homeologous chromosome constitution (Figure 1 and Supplementary Fig. S1).  

For the two diploid cultivars, the results showed an AB chromosome constitution for all chromosome 

sets except for a few chromosomal segments that displayed an AA constitution. Two such fragments 

were observed in the Kunnan accession: a 2.4 Mb fragment within chromosome 9 and a fragment of 

about 6 Mb at one end of chromosome 8. For the Safet Velchi accession, one AA fragment of 7 Mb 

was observed at one end of chromosome 6 (Figure 1).  

For cultivar Pelipita, conventionally classified as ‘ABB’, the results were consistent with a global 

ABB chromosome constitution, but several notable exceptions were detected (Figure 1). The entire 

chromosomes 2 and 11 and fragments of various lengths of chromosomes 6, 7 and 10 (from several 

megabases to almost the entire chromosome) displayed a BBB constitution. In addition, two segments 

of chromosome 9 (one on each arm) displayed an AAB constitution. The five accessions 

conventionally classified as ‘AAB’ from the Silk, Plantain and Mysore subgroups showed a AAB 

chromosome constitution for most of the chromosome sets, but here again exceptions were noted 

(Figure 1). The two cultivars from the Silk subgroup, i.e. Figue Pomme Géante and Figue Pomme 

Naine, displayed an identical chromosome composition (Figure 1 and Supplementary Fig. S2). They 

had one segment on chromosome 9 with an ABB constitution and four segments located in the distal 

regions of chromosomes 2, 3, 4 and 9 with an AAA constitution. The two Plantain cultivars, i.e. 

French Clair and Red Yade (Figure 1 and Supplementary Fig. S2), displayed an identical chromosome 

composition with six segments of chromosomes 4, 6, 8, 9 and 10 showing an AAA composition. In 

addition, the entire Plantain chromosome 7 displayed an ABB composition. Cultivar Pisang Ceylan 

(Mysore subgroup, AAB) showed five chromosome segments displaying an ABB composition in 
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chromosomes 4, 7, 8, and 9 and four segments with an AAA composition in chromosomes 3, 4, 9 and 

11 (Figure 1).  

For the CRBP39 tetraploid breeding accession derived from a cross between the ‘AAB’ plantain 

French Clair and an AA accession (M53), most chromosome sets showed an AAAB constitution 

(Supplementary Fig. S3). Exceptions concerned the same chromosome segments as its Plantain parent 

French Clair. In addition, most of chromosome 2 displayed an AABB composition and the entire 

chromosome 10 displayed an AAAA composition.  

All interspecific banana cultivars studied here, showed a mosaic A/B chromosome structure that we 

interpret as resulting from A/B recombination. The observed uniform SNP read coverage ratio along 

chromosomes excluded deletion events or aneuploidy as alternative interpretation. Likewise, the 

differences between CRBP39 and ‘AAB’ Plantain could be explained by two A/B recombination 

events during the meiosis of French Clair (Supplementary Fig. S3). 

 

Identification of two large structural variations between Musa A and B genomes 

We compared the global chromosome structure conservation (i.e. synteny)  between the M. balbisiana 

accession Pisang Klutuk Wulung (PKW) and the M. acuminata  accession DH-Pahang through the 

construction a dense genetic map for the B genome and comparison with the A genome reference 

sequence assembly. A self progeny of 105 individuals from the M. balbisiana PKW accession was 

genotyped by RadSeq. A total of 10,074 heterozygous markers were selected and grouped at LOD 9 

into 11 linkage groups of 580 to 1370 markers (Supplementary Table S2). A very low level of 

segregation distortion uniformly spread along chromosomes was observed, with two linkage groups 

corresponding to chromosomes 10 and 11 that were more affected than other LGs (Supplementary Fig. 

S4). 

Markers from the B genetic map were aligned on the A reference sequence, revealing global synteny  

and collinearity conservation between M. balbisiana (PKW) and M. acuminata (DH-Pahang) for most  

chromosome arms (Figure 2).  For these regions, more than 95% of markers belonging to a B linkage  

group were aligned to a single A reference chromosome (Supplementary Table S2). Two major  

exceptions were observed: a reciprocal translocation involving chromosome 1 and chromosome 3 and  

an inversion on chromosome 5 (Figure 2). On the M. acuminata physical map, the reciprocal  

translocation involved a small 0.65 Mb segment on chromosome 1 (referred to as T1 for translocated  

fragment from chromosome 1) and a large 8.5 Mb segment of chromosome 3 (referred to as T3). The  

inversion involved a large 9 Mb segment on chromosome 5A. In peri-centromeric regions, the  
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comparison was complicated by the low precision of the genetic and physical maps resulting from the 

low recombination rate and high repeat content (Figure 2).  

Characterization of interspecific A and B chromosome recombination and segregation patterns 

in an ‘AAAB’ X AA progeny 

A progeny of 185 individuals from the ‘AAAB’ (CRBP39) x AA cross was genotyped by Radseq. We 

selected 20,824 SNP markers specific to the B genome and projected their pairwise associations in the 

progeny on the M. acuminata reference assembly (Supplementary Fig. S5). The markers were well 

distributed along the 11 A reference chromosomes except for chromosomes or chromosome segments 

for which no B homeologs were present in CRBP39 (i.e. chromosome 10 and parts of chromosomes 4, 

6, 8 and 9). In chromosome 3, we observed a genetic linkage breakpoint  that we tentatively 

interpreted as corresponding to an A/B recombination during the formation of CRBP39 (Figure 3), 

which did not result in a change in the allelic ratio. 

Interestingly, clusters of markers of the B genome projected on reference chromosomes 1A and 3A 

were highly linked with a linkage intensity similar to that observed for physically close markers 

belonging to a single reference chromosome (Figure 3). Cluster 1 connected markers projected on a 1 

Mb distal region of chromosome 1 to markers projected on most of chromosome 3 (Figure 3). Cluster 

2 connected markers projected on the rest of chromosome 1 to markers projected on an 8 Mb distal 

region of chromosome 3 (Figure 3). A high level of segregation distortion was observed in markers 

corresponding to the 1B and 3B chromosomes (Figure 3). In addition, strong linkage—suggesting an 

absence or a very low level of interspecific recombination—was observed in the region of 

chromosome 5 found inverted in PKW compared to M. acuminata (Figure 3).   

The most parsimonious interpretation of these results is that the B genome involved in the origin of 

‘AAB’ Plantain and thus of CRBP39 bears the same large structural variations as PKW (i.e. a large 

reciprocal translocation involving chromosomes 1 and 3 and a large chromosome inversion on 

chromosome 5) as compared to the M. acuminata reference genome assembly.  

Chromosomes resulting from recombination between A and B genomes in the tetraploid accession 

CRBP39 were identified by comparing the A/B chromosomal composition of each of the 185 progeny 

individuals to that of CRBP39. The detected interspecific recombination events are shown along the 

11 A reference chromosomes (Figure 4).  

The results revealed that interspecific recombination occurred on all chromosomes for which A and B 

homeologs were present and generally widespread on the chromosome arms. As expected, fewer 

recombination events were observed in peri-centromeric regions. One noteworthy exception concerned 

the region of chromosome 5 which was inverted between A and B genomes and for which no A/B 

chromosome recombinant was observed (Figure 4) although recombinants were detected at both ends 
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of the chromosome 5 arms. This was consistent with the higher linkage intensity for markers projected  

on this segment (Figure 3). In addition, a lower number of interspecific recombinations was detected  

for chromosomes 1 and 3, which are involved in the 1/3 chromosome translocation distinguishing A  

and B genomes. However, recombination breakpoints were detected within the T1 and T3 segments,  

showing that pairing occurred between chromosome 1A and the T1 fragment translocated on  

chromosome 3B and also between chromosome 3A and the T3 translocated fragment on chromosome  

1B. In regions with an AABB chromosome constitution, such as the entire chromosome 7, fewer A/B  

recombination events were observed compared to AAAB regions (Figure 4). Statistically, the number  

of A/B recombinations in an AABB configuration should be increased by one sixth relative to an  

AAAB configuration. When comparing the A/B recombination level observed on chromosome 7  

(AABB) to that observed for chromosome 11 (AAAB) (the only chromosome class with an entire  

AAAB structure and no structural variations), a two-third reduction in recombination was observed,  

suggesting some degree of preferential pairing between homologs.   

We then analyzed the euploid vs. aneuploid nature of all progeny individuals by examining the Radseq  

sequencing coverage along chromosomes. Among the 185 individuals of the progeny, only 39% had  

three complete homeologous chromosomes per chromosome set (2n = 3x = 33). All other individuals  

exhibited various degrees of aneuploidy (Table 1). For 73 plants, a single chromosome set showed   

aneuploidy, whereas for 40 plants, two or more chromosome sets were concerned (35 plants with two  

chromosomes sets, four plants with three chromosome sets and one plant with four chromosome sets).  

Aneuploidy mainly affected the three chromosome sets that differed by an LSV between A and B  

genomes with 44% of the progeny showing aneuploidy for chromosome 1, 25% for chromosome 3  

and 8% for chromosome 5 (Table 1). Aneuploidy involving chromosome 5 was mainly a gain of one  

chromosome (12 plants), whereas only three plants showed a chromosome loss. Aneuploidy involving  

chromosome 1 and/or chromosome 3 concerned 95 plants and was of a distinct type (Figure 5A). A  

total of 27 plants contained the expected 2n = 3x = 33 chromosomes but had an altered ratio for the T1  

and T3 chromosome segments involved in the reciprocal translocation (Figure 5B). Two types of  

segmental aneuploidy resulted from particular combinations of A and B chromosome 1 and  

chromosome 3 that led to various copy numbers for segments T1 and T3. Type I corresponded to a  

chromosome constitution of 1AAB/3AAA in the progeny, resulting in a T1T1T3/T3T3T3 constitution  

(Figure 5C). Type II corresponded to a chromosome constitution of 1AAA/3AAB in the progeny,  

resulting in a T1T1T1/T3T3T1 constitution (Figure 5C).  In addition, 71 plants showed a gain or loss  

of an entire chromosome 1 or 3 (54 plants for chromosomes 1 and 17 plants for chromosome 3) (Table  

1). In these plants, various combinations of chromosomes 1A, 1B, 3A and 3B were observed, resulting  

in various ratios of segments T1 and T3.   
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Discussion  

  

A/B chromosome recombination is frequent in interspecific bananas but segregation is locally  

affected by large structural variations between A and B genomes  

We demonstrated, when analysing ‘AAAB’ CRBP39 progeny, that interspecific recombination  

between A and B genomes occurred all along the chromosomes but was locally affected by large  

structural variations. Recombinations were observed in segments with three A copies and one B copy,  

i.e. in which the B segment could only pair with an A segment, but also in segments with two A and  

two B copies. Although in this latter case some degree of preferential pairing between homologs might  

have occurred.   

Comparison of the chromosome structure of M. balbisiana, represented by the Pisang Klutuk Wulung  

(PKW) accession, and M. acuminata, represented by the DH-Pahang accession, revealed the presence  

of two large structural variations: one paracentric inversion on chromosome 5 and one reciprocal  

translocation involving chromosomes 1 and 3. Our analysis of chromosome segregation in ‘AAAB’ 

CRBP39 progeny provided strong evidence that the B genome of CRBP39, and its Plantain parent 

French Clair, have the same chromosomal structures as the M. balbisiana PKW accession. M. 

acuminata has been divided, based on chromosome pairing configurations in hybrids between 

subspecies, into “translocation groups” with one standard group and six other groups differing from 

the standard group by 1 to 3 translocations (Shepherd 1999; Martin et al. 2017). This classification 

partially overlapped the subspecies classification. For the A/B comparison, we used the M. acuminata 

DH-Pahang accession, a M. acuminata spp. malaccensis accession derived from the standard A 

chromosome structure group (D’Hont et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2017). Within M. balbisiana, no clear 

sub-divisions have been revealed and this species is still considered to be less genetically diverse 

(Swangpol et al. 2007; Gayral et al. 2010). Previous chromosome pairing studies in a synthetic A/B 

hybrid involving an A genome from the standard group suggested the presence of one translocation 

and probably an inversion (Shepherd 1999). In addition, we showed that the M. balbisiana accession 

involved in the origin of plantains, which is believed to be different from PKW (Hippolyte et al. 

2012), has the same chromosome structure as the M. balbisiana PKW accession. So far, these data 

(although limited) are in favor of a common chromosome structure within M. balbisiana.    

Structural variations are recognized as being major actors of speciation processes by reducing fertility 

(Stathos and Fishman 2014; Quach et al. 2016) and recombination in hybrids, thus limiting gene flow 

(Rieseberg 2001). Inversions have been widely studied, particularly in Drosophila and sunflower 

where their role in reducing recombination between alleles that independently increase fitness has  

been demonstrated (Rieseberg et al. 1995; Rieseberg 2001; Hoffmann et al. 2004; Hoffmann and  
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Rieseberg 2008). In crops, segregation distortion and reduced fertility induced by structural 

heterozygosity have been reported (Chen et al. 2015; Samans et al. 2017), which is generally a 

constraint for breeding programs. In banana, the presence of a heterozygous reciprocal translocation 

between chromosome 1 and chromosome 4 in a diploid M. acuminata accession has generated high 

chromosome segregation distortion and reduced recombination (Martin et al. 2017).  

In the ‘AAAB’ CRBP39 progeny, the large structural variations between A and B genomes had a 

major impact on chromosome segregation, locally resulting in a very high level of segregation 

distortion, a high proportion of aneuploids in progenies (61%) and low fertility. The progeny resulted 

from pollination of thousands of flowers and the use of embryo rescue techniques, clearly indicating 

that drastic selection processes had occurred at the gametic and/or zygotic level, resulting in a 

reduction of fertility. The observed aneuploids included a gain and loss of one copy of chromosomes 

but also a gain or loss of one copy of the chromosome segment involved in the reciprocal translocation 

differentiating A and B genomes (segmental aneuploid). In the progeny of a diploid M. acuminata 

accession structurally heterozygous for the chromosome 1/4 translocation, no aneuploid offsprings 

were observed (Martin et al. 2016). More generally, aneuploidy has not been reported in diploid 

banana progenies (Fauré et al. 1993; Hippolyte et al. 2010). Our finding of many aneuploids showed 

that the double chromosome content of the gametes generated by the tetraploid CRBP39 accession 

partially mitigated the detrimental effects of unbalanced gametes. In other systems, aneuploidy has 

also been observed in early-stage polyploids (Chester et al. 2012; Zhang et al. 2013). Further 

investigations are needed to determine whether they represent ephermer byproducts or contribute to 

polyploid evolution (Matsushita et al. 2012; Y. Wu et al. 2018). 

The progeny we analyzed was derived from plantain cultivars that are believed to have their A 

chromosomes contributed by M. acuminata spp. banksii (Perrier et al. 2011; Hippolyte et al. 2012). 

This subspecies belongs to the standard A chromosome structure group (Shepherd 1999; Martin et al. 

2017). Other interspecific cultivars involved other M. acuminata subspecies and could thus have 

additional differences in their chromosomal organization compared to the B genome, e.g. Figue 

Pomme and Safet Velchi have one set of A genome chromosomes 1 and 4, which differ from the 

standard structure by a reciprocal translocation (Martin et al. 2017). In interspecific progenies derived 

from these accessions, these structural variations could induce additional chromosome recombination 

and segregation disturbances in other genome regions.  

A new mosaic image of the genome structure of A/B interspecific cultivars that will help 

elucidate their origin 

The interspecific genome structure of all nine accessions studied here deviated from the conventional 

classification based on morphological resemblance to wild M. acuminata and M. balbisiana 

(Simmonds and Shepherd 1955). For this classification, 15 morphological descriptors were scored and 
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the overall score range was used to group edible banana varieties into distinct genomic classes (‘AA’, 

‘AB’, ‘AAA’, ‘AAB’, ‘ABB’). The conventional classification has been questioned by De Langhe et 

al. (2010) based on wide deviations from the expected scoring range for some accessions and on the 

transmission patterns of chloroplast and mitochondrial markers, and also by D’Hont et al. (2000) 

based on GISH experiments. Note that GISH only allows assignment of an A vs. B origin to 

centromeric/peri-centromeric parts of banana chromosomes that have a high number repetitive 

elements. The methodology developed enbled us to refine these results at whole chromosome scale. 

Here we showed that all nine accessions studied had a mosaic interspecific genome structure, implying 

that interspecific recombination occurred during the crosses that led to these accessions. 

Within each genomic group, banana cultivars were sub-divided into subgroups based on agro-

morphological characteristics. Banana clones have been multiplied by vegetative propagation for 

hundreds of years. It is thus believed that the agro-morphological variations observed within 

subgroups result from genetic or epigenetic somatic mutations. Molecular genetic diversity studies 

have generally confirmed these sub-groups but exceptions to genetic homogeneity have also been 

found (Carreel et al. 1994; Hippolyte et al. 2012; Sardos et al. 2016). Within some subgroups such as 

African Plantains, accessions are highly genetically similar, which suggests a common origin from a 

single genotype (Noyer et al. 2005; Sardos et al. 2016). The two clones of the Plantain subgroup that 

we analyzed had an identical mosaic genome structure, which is in line with this hypothesis. The two 

clones of the Silk subgroup we analyzed also had an identical mosaic genome structure. This was 

expected since they represent size variants of the same ‘Figue Pomme’ accession (Figue Pomme 

Géante and Figue Pomme Naine). Recently, based on DArT analysis, the Silk subgroup was divided 

into two sets of clones (Sardos et al. 2016). We may here have a representative structure of one of the 

two Silk types but further analyses on a larger number of accessions are needed to confirm this. The 

possibility we described here to precisely characterize the mosaic interspecific structure of cultivars 

will help to better define cultivar subgroups and gain further insight into their origins.  

Insight into the origin a few 2x and 3x interspecific hybrid subgroups  

- Diploid interspecific hybrids 

Edible diploid AB hybrids are rare and confined to India (De Langhe et al. 2010). The only two 

documented cases are Kunnan accessions and the Ney Poovan subgroup, including Safet Velchi 

(Stover and Simmonds 1987; De Langhe et al. 2010; Christelova et al. 2017). Both diploid AB hybrids 

have a M. acuminata chloroplast cytotype (transmitted maternally) and mitochondrial cytotype 

(transmitted paternally) (Carreel et al. 1994; Boonruangrod et al. 2008). They were predicted to have 

resulted from an initial AA x BB cross followed by an AB x AA backcross, which would explain their 

M. acuminata cytotype. Here we showed that these two hybrids had distinct A/B mosaic genome 

structures and thus were not derived from a single original genotype through somaclonal variation, 
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thus confirming recent DArT and SSR marker results (Sardos et al. 2016; Christelová et al. 2017).  In 

both of them, we found a balanced A and B homeologous chromosome constitution, with the 

exception of one or two small chromosome segments without any B homeologue contribution. If these 

AB diploids resulted from a single AB x AA backcross with random segregation of A and B 

chromosomes, then a more imbalanced A and B homeologous chromosome constitution could be 

expected. One hypothesis to explain the observed A/B mosaic patterns is that these AB diploids are 

the result of a cross between an AA accession and a BB accession already introgressed with some A 

genome. The small number and size of the observed AA fragments suggest that the introgressed BB 

accessions resulted from multiple backcrosses following the original A/B cross. This hypothesis is in 

favor of the involvement of introgressed secondary hybrids through backcrossing, as suggested by De 

Langhe et al. (2010), but with more backcrossing events in founding populations than initially 

proposed. 

- Plantain subgroup and Pelipita (Philippine origin) 

Plantains have Musa acuminata spp. banksii chloroplast and mitochondrial cytotypes (Carreel et al. 

2002). The mosaic genome structure observed here showed that Plantain formation must have 

involved at least one A/B interspecific hybrid meiosis. The probable scenario is thus an original cross 

between M. acuminata spp. banksii and M. balbisiana that produced a primary A/B hybrid. This 

hybrid was subsequently fertilized by M. acuminata spp. banksii, which explains why the two Plantain 

A genomes were found to be highly similar in our analysis (data not shown) and previous reports 

(Perrier et al. 2011; Hippolyte et al. 2012).  

 The mosaic genome structure of Pelipita is compatible with an origin involving a primary A/B hybrid 

crossed with M. balbisiana. Pelipita chloroplast and mitochondrial cytotypes originate from Musa 

acuminata spp. banksi and Musa balbisiana, respectively (Carreel et al. 2002; Boonruangrod et al. 

2008). A scenario with a female A/B hybrid fertilized by M. balbisiana pollen is plausible. In addition, 

our data suggest that Plantain and Pelipita share an interspecific recombination breakpoint on 

chromosome 9 that could reflect a common ancestor (Figure 6). For both Plantains and Pelipita, a 

question remains on whether the primary A/B hybrid was a diploid that produced an unreduced 

gamete or a triploid that produced an AB gamete. The second option was proposed by De Langhe et 

al. (2010) based on the apparent absence of edible AB hybrids in their area of origin.  

  

- Silk and Mysore subgroup (Indian origin)  

The interspecific mosaic genome structure showed, as for Plantain, that the origin of Figue Pomme  

Géante/Figue Pomme Naine (Silk) and Pisang Ceylan (Mysore) must have involved at least one A/B  

interspecific hybrid meiosis. The fact that more interspecific recombination breakpoints were observed  
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in Pisang Ceylan may imply a higher recombination rate in the original A/B hybrid or, more likely,  

additional meiosis steps (i.e. crosses) were involved in its origin. The same question remains as to  

whether the primary A/B hybrid was a diploid that produced an unreduced gamete or a triploid that  

produced an AB gamete. However, despite their low fertility because diploid AB hybrids exist in  

India, the region of origin of the Silk and Mysore subgroups, the diploid AB hybrid option is more  

likely in this case  (De Langhe et al. 2010). It was found, based on an RFLP marker study, that Silk  

accessions Figue Pomme and Figue Pomme Naine had M. acuminata chloroplast and mitochondrial  

cytotypes from the same cytotype group as the Safet Velchi and Kunnan diploids (Carreel et al. 2002).  

Boonruangrod et al. (2008) found identical PCR–RFLP-based cytotypes for Figue Pomme Géante  

(ITC0769) and Kunnan (ITC1034). A phylogenetic proximity between Silk accessions and the diploid  

Kunnan group was also noted using SSR markers (Christelová et al. 2017). In addition, our data  

showed that Figue Pomme, Pisang Ceylan and Kunnan shared an interspecific recombination  

breakpoint on chromosome 9, and the last two showed a second common interspecific recombination  

breakpoint also on chromosome 9, suggesting that these accessions might share a common ancestor  

(Figure 6).    

Note that the interspecific cultivars we analyzed, except the diploid Safet Velchi, shared some  

common recombined interspecific breakpoints on chromosome 9. It would be worth assessing the  

possible importance of these regions of chromosome 9 in the evolution/domestication of interspecific  

cultivars. Interestingly, all five triploid cultivars we studied had a euploid chromosome constitution  

(2n=3x=33). If the primary interspecific hybrids leading to these cultivars were polyploids, we could  

have expected some aneuploidy considering the substantial aneuploid rate observed in the CRBP39  

progeny and in other plantain-derived progenies (Vuylsteke et al. 1992; Osuji et al. 1997).  

Furthermore, in ‘AAB’ X AA  crosses, Vuylsteke et al. (1992) observed very few individuals resulting  

from ‘AAB’  2x gametes. These observations suggest the involvement of diploid primary interspecific  

hybrids that would have produced euploid 2n gametes.   

Conclusion  

We developed a method that exploits sequencing data to help precisely unravel the interspecific 

mosaic genome structure of banana accessions. This new access to the mosaic structure of banana 

cultivar genomes should considerably facilitate the interpretation of phylogenetic, genetic and 

functional studies and will help in refining banana subgroup composition and origin. Accordingly, we 

have presented data that supports the implication of BB genotypes already introgressed through 

several generations with A genome segments in the origin of some interspecific cultivars. Compared 

to most other crops for which seed production is crucial, the banana domestication process includes 

sterility as one major criterion for cultivar selection. Current hypothesis was that partially fertile edible 

cultivars were selected from the initial interspecific or intersubspecific primary hybrid pool. These 
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vegetatively propagated hybrids then contributed to some rare breeding events with wild relatives that 

are considered to have evolved independently because of their fertility. However, the observed mosaic 

genome of diploid AB cultivars suggests that other scenarios with more hybridization steps between 

wild and selected compartments may have produced introgressed populations that contributed to 

current cultivars. Scenarios with a complex admixture history have been proposed during the 

domestication of annual crops such as maize (Hufford et al. 2013) and rice (Wang et al. 2017), but also 

for clonally propagated crops such as apple (Cornille et al. 2012), grape (Myles et al. 2011) and Citrus 

(Wu et al. 2018) in which traces of widespread ancient introgression have been found.  

We showed that M. balbisiana and M. acuminata chromosomes often recombine in interspecific 

hybrids. This should facilitate recombination of traits between these two species in breeding programs, 

while also offering the possibility to eliminate endogenous viruses such as the banana streak virus 

integrated in B genomes (Chabannes et al. 2013; Noumbissié et al. 2016). However, we also showed 

that the presence of two large chromosomal structural variations between M. balbisiana and M. 

acuminata chromosomes generated a locally high level of segregation distortion and aneuploidy, 

which complicates genetic analysis and breeding. The new possibility described here to precisely 

characterize progenies and their parents regarding their genome structure (mosaic, structural 

heterozygote and aneuploid vs. euploid) will enhance studies on much more efficient banana breeding 

strategies.  

More generally, our results contribute to a better understanding of the complex phase following 

allopolyploidization, which varies among systems but is generally subjected to disturbed meiosis (Pelé 

et al. 2018). We showed that homoelogous recombinations are frequent in Musa but locally affected 

by the large chromosomal variations (LSV) that differentiate the parental species. In chromosomal 

regions involved in these LSVs, a high impact on meiosis was observed with a drastic reduction in 

viable recombination products and a high proportion of aneuploids. 

Materials and methods  

Plant material  

Interspecific cultivars (Kunnan, AB, PT-BA-00163; Safet Velchi, AB, PT-BA-00359; Figue Pomme  

Naine, AAB, PT-BA-00087; Figue Pomme Géante, AAB, PT-BA-00086; Pisang Ceylan,  AAB, PT- 

BA-00286; Red Yade, AAB, PT-BA-00355; Pelipita, ABB, PT-BA-00275) as well as representatives  

of M. acuminata (Niyarma Yik PT-BA-00242; Banksii PT-BA-00024; Waigu PT-BA-00412;  

Hawain2 PT-BA-00113; Tomolo ITC1187; Long Tavoy PT-BA-00178 and Selangor PT-BA-00363)  

and M. balbisiana (Pisang Klutuk Wulung (PKW) PT-BA-00302, Cameroun PT-BA-00018, Honduras  

PT-BA-00019 and Lal Velchi PT-BA-00172) were obtained from the CRB-Plantes Tropicales Antilles  

CIRAD-INRA collection. A self-progeny of 105 individuals from the M. balbisiana accession “Pisang  
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Klutuk Wulung” was produced through embryo rescue at the CIRAD research station in Guadeloupe. 

A population of 185 hybrids between the CRBP39 female parent and the wild AA diploid Pahang (M. 

acuminata spp. malaccensis, CARBAP collection number NY09) male parent was produced through 

embryo rescue at the Centre Africain de Recherche sur Bananiers et Plantains (CARBAP) in 

Cameroon (Noumbissié et al. 2016). CRBP39 is a tetraploid breeding accession resulting from crosses 

between the Plantain cultivar French Clair (AAB genome) and the M53 accession (AA genome). 

Leaves were used for DNA extraction.  

Genotyping, SNP calling and data filtering 

Sequencing and read processing 

Self-progeny of M. balbisiana ‘PKW’ was genotyped using the RadSeq technology (Peterson et al. 

2012). Library construction, sequencing, genotype calling and data filtering were performed at BGI 

Tech Solutions (Hong Kong). About 62 Gb of clean sequence from the M. balbisiana population 

produced a total of 19,585 SNPs that were heterozygous in the PKW parent with a minimum number 

of alternative allele reads greater than 3.  

For the CRBP39 X Pahang progeny, Musa acuminata diversity, Musa balbisiana diversity and other 

Musa interspecific cultivars, sequencing libraries were constructed using either genotyping-by-

sequencing or whole genome shotgun (WGS) approaches. Sequencing was performed at BGI Tech 

Solutions (Hong Kong), GeT-PlaGe (Toulouse, France) or Genoscope (Evry, France) facilities (Table 

S1).  

For all accessions except the PKW self-population, reads were processed as follows: (i) reads were 

aligned to the Musa reference A genome version 2 (Martin et al. 2016) using BWA v0.7.15 with the 

mem algorithm (Li, 2013). Reads aligning at several positions were removed using samtools v1.3 (Li  

et al. 2009). (ii) For WGS libraries, redundant reads were removed using MarkDuplicate from Picard  

Tools v2.7.0. (iii) Reads were locally realigned around indels using the IndelRealigner tool of GATK  

v3.3 package (McKenna et al., 2010). (iv) For each accession, at each covered position, all mapping  

bases with a mapping quality equal to or greater than 10 were counted with the bam-readcount  

program (https://github.com/genome/bam-readcount). The complete process described here was  

performed using the process_reseq_1.0.py custom python script available at  

(https://github.com/SouthGreenPlatform/vcfHunter).  

  

Variant calling  

Variant sites were then filtered according to the following criteria: i) only data with a coverage  

between 10 and 100,000 reads were considered; ii) for each accession, alleles supported by at least 3  
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reads and with a frequency equal to or greater than 0.05 were kept as variant; iii) sites with at least one  

variant were kept for variant calling;  iv) for each selected site and each accession, a genotype was  

called based on the maximum likelihood of all possible genotypes calculated based on a binomial  

distribution assuming a sequencing error rate of 0.005. The resulting variant calling file was generated  

in VCF format. The complete process described here was performed using the VcfPreFilter.1.0 custom  

python script available at (https://github.com/SouthGreenPlatform/vcfHunter).  

SNP filtering  

The VCF file was sequentially filtered according to the following parameters: i) Indel variant sites  

were removed; ii) genotype calls based on less than 10-fold coverage and less than 3-fold coverage for  

the minor allele were converted to missing data. iii) variant sites with more than 5% missing genotype  

calls were filtered out; iv) only bi-allelic sites were kept; v) SNP clusters identified using GATK v3.3  

and defined as at least 2 SNPs in a 2-base window were removed. A total of 148,329 SNPs were  

obtained in the final VCF dataset. Data filtering was performed using the vcfFilter.1.0.py custom  

python script available at (https://github.com/SouthGreenPlatform/vcfHunter).  

Genome ratio analysis and coverage analysis  

The complete filtered VCF file was used to assign the allele origin to M. acuminata or M. balbisiana,  

to plot the A/B genome allele coverage ratio along chromosomes and to calculate normalized site  

coverage along chromosomes. Two sets of three M. balbisiana accessions and nine M. acuminata  

accessions were used to assign SNPs to A and B groups, respectively.  For each allele, at each  

position, alleles were assigned to a species if present in all representatives of the species and absent  

from the other species. Both homozygous and heterozygous positions were considered. If ambiguities  

remained (i.e. an allele is present with different frequencies in both A and B species standards), the  

SNP allele was discarded and not taken into account for further analysis. For each allele assigned to a  

species, the allele ratio was calculated as the number of sequencing reads supporting the allele divided  

by the total number of reads covering the position for the concerned accession. The allele ratio was  

then plotted along Musa reference genome V2 chromosomes (Martin et al., 2016). Ratios of 50%:  

50% of A vs. B specific SNPs revealed a balanced AB or AABB chromosome constitution. A ratio of  

66% A: 33% B or 33% A: 66% B revealed an AAB or an ABB chromosome constitution,  

respectively. A ratio of 75% A: 25% B revealed an AAAB chromosome constitution. A ratio of 0% A:  

100% B and 0% B: 100% A revealed no chromosome A and no chromosome B, respectively. To  

calculate the normalized site coverage along chromosomes, each SNP position coverage (i.e. number  

of reads recorded at this position) was divided by the mean coverage of the accession (i.e. mean  

number of reads of all positions of the accession) and this value was plotted along chromosomes. The  

SNP distribution along chromosomes was verified: SNP assigned to either A or B genomes were well  

spread along chromosomes with a decrease in SNP frequency for peri-centromeric regions  
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(Supplementary Fig. S6). Plots for A/B ratio and sequencing coverage were generated and analyzed  

for all accessions including the CRBP39 lineage (the triploid AAB French Clair, tetraploid AAAB  

CRBP39, and the entire triploid progeny). For the AA and BB accessions used to assign specific  

SNPs, SNPs were well spread along the chromosomes and we did not observe segments with no  

specific SNPs that could have indicated gene flows between the two species (Supplementary Fig. S7).  

A/B genome ratios plotted along chromosomes which identify the A/B mosaic landscape were visually  

scanned to detect breakpoints in the A and B ratio distribution. Breakpoints at the boundaries of T1  

and T3 fragments corresponding to reciprocal translocation were not recorded as recombination points.   

A hotspot of recombination breakpoints located at the beginning of chromosome 3 probably resulting  

from an A/B recombination point already present in the CRBP39 genome was not recorded (see  

Results section). The approximate coordinates of the breakpoints were graphically recorded.   

 The complete process described here was performed using vcf2allPropAndCov.py and  

vcf2allPropAndCovByChr.py custom python scripts available at  

(https://github.com/SouthGreenPlatform/vcfHunter).  

Genetic mapping  

Musa balbisiana genetic map construction  

After the filtering steps (no missing data in the progeny, at least two genotypes in the progeny with at  

least 5 individuals in the minor class), a total of 10,074 SNPs were retained to build a Musa balbisiana  

genetic map. The genetic map was constructed using the ML mapping algorithm in JoinMap® 4.1  

(Stam 1993; Van Ooijen 2006) with standard parameters. To compare the A/B genomes of Musa,   

markers from the M. balbisiana genetic map were aligned along the M. acuminata reference sequence  

V2 (Martin et al. 2016) using BWA (Li, 2013). Marker locations in the M. acuminata reference  

sequence were compared to their locations in the M. balbisiana genetic map using SpiderMap  

software (JF Rami, unpublished).  

CRBP39 genome B marker linkage analysis  

Markers in the CRBP39 X Pahang triploid progenies were selected based on their segregation ratio in  

the progeny: 1:1 ratio for simple dose markers and 1:5 ratio for double dose markers. Marker deviation  

from the expected ratio was accepted based on a χ² test with a minimal p-value of 1e-10 and 1e-7 for  

simple and double doses, respectively. From these markers, a total of 20,824 alleles identified by the  

genome ratio analysis and assigned to the B genome were selected. In addition, 213 markers were  

removed from the dataset because their segregation did not match that of the surrounding markers. A  

subset was generated corresponding to the selection of one marker every six markers ordered along the  

Musa acuminata reference sequence V2. Markers of the subset were used to calculate simple matching  

pairwise dissimilarity (i.e. a measure of the observed recombination frequency between pairs of  
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markers) and marker segregation. These statistics were used to generate a dotplot showing the marker 

pairwise distance along chromosomes associated with a linear plot showing marker segregation 

distortion. The process described here was performed using vcf2popNew.1.0.py, 

RecombCalculatorDDose.py and Draw_dot_plot.py custom python scripts available at 

(https://github.com/SouthGreenPlatform/vcfHunter). 
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Tables 

  

Table 1: Chromosomal characteristics of aneuploidy recorded in the progeny  
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Chromosome CHR01 CHR02 CHR03 CHR04 CHR05 CHR06 CHR07 CHR08 CHR09 CHR10 CHR11 Total 

Complete chromosome gain 7 1 4 0 12 0 0 2 2 0 2 38 

Complete chromosome loss 47 3 13 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 4 63 

Partial gain 13 0 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 

Partial loss 14 0 15 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 15 

Percent of progeny affected 43.8 2.2 24.8 0.5 8.1 0.5  -      1.6 1.1  -      3.2 61.1 

 

The number of plants with complete or partial chromosome aneuploidy is indicated for each 

chromosome set with their respective proportions in the progeny. 

 

Figure legends 

Figure 1: Mosaic genome structure of A/B interspecific banana cultivars 

Coverage ratios for alleles specific to the A genome (green dots) and to the B genome (red dots) are 

plotted along the 11 pseudo-chromosomes of the Musa acuminata reference genome. Open boxes 

indicate chromosome segments that differ from the conventional genomic classification (‘AB’, ‘ABB’, 

‘AAB’). The scale is indicated (in Mb) at the bottom of each figure. 

Figure 2: Comparison of the genetic map of the Musa balbisiana PKW accession (genome B) 

with the M. acuminata (genome A) reference sequence assembly. 

The 11 linkage groups of PKW (genome B) are represented on the left (scale bar: 10 cM) and the 

genome A reference sequence assembly on the right with black or open arrows representing oriented 

or non-oriented scaffolds, respectively (scale bar: 1 Mb). Markers from each LG of the B genetic map 

that were aligned to one A reference chromosome are connected in grey. Spindles of more than 10 

markers highlighting large structural variations between A and B genomes are connected in different  

colors:  orange for a large inversion on chromosome 5 and blue or purple for a large reciprocal  

translocation involving chromosomes 1 (T1) and 3 (T3).   

Figure 3: Pairwise association of B genome specific SNPs in AAAB x AA progeny projected on  

chromosomes 1, 3 and 5 of the A genome reference assembly.  

Chromosomes 1, 3 and 5 of the Musa acuminata reference genome assembly are represented by  

horizontal and vertical grey arrow boxes (each one representing a scaffold). The marker  

linkage/pairwise association is represented by a warm-cool color gradient from dark red to blue for  

strong linkage and weak linkage, respectively.  The black curve on the right represents segregation  

distortion (calculated as the Log10 P-value of the  square test to assess the deviation from the  
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expected Mendelian segregation ratio). Two clusters of B markers linking two independent A 

reference chromosomes corresponding to the reciprocal translocation detected in PKW (Fig. 2) are 

observed (Clusters 1 and 2, open arrowheads). No recombination was detected (dash line) in the 

region corresponding to the inversion in PKW as compared to the A reference genome. The putative 

karyotype of the tetraploid CRBP39 is indicated on the left. Vertical bars represent chromosome arms, 

circles represent centromeric regions and A/B chromosome segments are in green and red, 

respectively. Structural variations are indicated in the chromosome bodies (translocated fragments: T1 

= blue, T3 = purple; inverted fragment = open arrow) and connected to the dot plot with black lines. In 

chromosome 3, the black arrows indicate a breakpoint in genetic linkage, potentially corresponding to 

an A/B recombination breakpoint in the CRBP39 chromosome.  

Figure 4: Interspecific A/B recombination detected in the CRBP39 ‘AAAB’ progeny. 

The A/B mosaic genome structure of the 11 chromosome sets of the parent CRBP39 ‘AAAB’ are 

represented based on the A reference chromosome assembly (bottom box) (see Fig. 1 legend). 

Interspecific recombination breakpoints (black vertical lines) recorded in the 180 progenies from 

CRBP39 x Pahang are plotted on the A reference chromosome assembly (top box). The total number 

of breakpoints per chromosome recorded in the 185 progenies is indicated on the right. Large 

structural variations between the A and B genome are indicated in blue and purple for reciprocal 

translocation (T1, T3) and orange for inversion.   

Figure 5: Aneuploidy pattern involving chromosomes 1 and 3 observed in CRBP39 ‘AAAB’ x  

Pahang ’AA’ progeny.   

(A) Number of progeny observed resulting from gametes with distinct combinations of  

homeologous chromosomes 1 (rows) and chromosomes 3 (columns). Aneuploid gametes with  

complete gain (+1) or loss (-1) are indicated.  

(B) Schematic representation of the homeologous chromosome constitution of the progeny parents  

for chromosomes 1 and 3.   

(C)  Schematic representation of the homeologous chromosome constitution for chromosomes 1  

and 3 for Type I and Type II progeny individuals (top boxes). A/B mosaic chromosome  

structure (see Fig. 1 legend) and chromosomal segment coverage with the read-depth of each  

SNP marker plotted along the chromosomes for Type I and Type II progeny individuals  

(bottom boxes). T1 and T3 correspond to the reciprocal translocation differentiating  

chromosome 1 and 3 in A and B genomes. Arrows point to observed changes in allele ratios  

and read coverage.  

Figure 6: Focus on A/B mosaic structure of chromosome 9 in the studied cultivated banana  

accessions    

(same legend as figure1)  
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